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Abstract
Australia’s spatial planning is defined and empowered through legislation of the State
Governments. Thereby, the system is structured in a manner that enables a top-down
governance approach, where the State Governments can exert authority to guide final
decisions. This forms the basis of academic and community concerns that argue spatial
planning processes and outcomes are politicised and override local voices, despite a
representative democracy. With newly found emphasis on community input at the local
government level to overcome the traditional political nature of planning, one may question
the extent to which planning governance reflects representative democracy. This research
explores whether contemporary spatial planning processes respond to and balance community
needs through the research question:
How do stakeholder interests impact on spatial planning processes and outcomes in Brisbane?.
Although studies have shown that spatial planning in Australia is highly political from the
perspective of ‘the State’, few studies have attempted to understand the dynamics of this
politics for various planning stakeholders. Drawing upon a recent citywide amendment to the
Brisbane City Plan 2014, and a comparative Sydney case study of a high profile regeneration
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project at Barangaroo, this thesis examines the relationship between power and representative
democracy. It identifies a spatial planning politics hypothesis:
Spatial planning processes are highly political and the planning ethos overrides representative
democracy.
The research draws upon literature to develop a ‘politics in spatial planning framework’ to
determine whether the hypothesis applies in the context of Brisbane and Sydney. The
framework adopts a theoretical lens to unpack the influence of spatial planning ethos on
representative democracy and the flow-on ramifications. The research utilises a qualitative
approach and mixed quantitative and qualitative data sources to provide an insight into the
role of stakeholder interests in spatial planning processes and outcomes.
A synthesis of the research findings confirm that spatial planning in Brisbane is underpinned
by political processes that override the principles of representative democracy. This political
nature of spatial planning is not peculiar to the Brisbane context, as the comparative Sydney
case study also confirms the spatial planning politics hypothesis. Incorporating practical
examples and academic views, the thesis concludes with innovative recommendations. These
recommendations not only improve the role of community input and reduce power
inequalities, but also enhance the overall effectiveness of representative democracy in Brisbane
and Australia’s planning system.
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1.0 Introduction and Rationale
The inherently political nature of spatial planning in Australia has been an ongoing debate over
the years (Troy 1996; Gurran & Ruming 2016). The influence of politics in the process stems
from the top-down governance structure, which ultimately prevails over local voices in
representative democracy (Troy 1996). With state government authorities guiding planning
systems and final decisions, planning processes are politicised. This reduces the ability of
spatial planning at the local government level to reflect representative democracy (Troy 1996;
Gurran & Bramley 2017). This contentious issue has recently gained attention in Brisbane,
with Brisbane City Council (BCC) adopting a major amendment to the Brisbane City Plan 2014
(City Plan) to restrict townhouses from low-density residential zones.
Under Queensland’s planning system, the State Government sets and administers the planning
legislation, which guides local government planning instruments (Department of State
Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning [DSDMIP] 2019). As such,
amendments to the City Plan must be made in accordance with the Queensland Government
Minister’s Guidelines and Rules, and the amendment must obtain State Government approval
(Gurran 2003b; Brisbane City Council [BCC] 2019b; DSDMIP 2019).
BCC reports that it received extensive community backlash regarding medium-density housing
policies in Brisbane. These policies are largely determined by the State Government through
the regional planning framework, Shaping SEQ: South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (SEQ
Regional Plan). The decision by Council to respond to residents’ concerns has led to a
movement towards participation and community engagement in Brisbane’s local spatial
planning (Gurran 2003a; Gurran & Ruming 2016; Gurran & Bramley 2017). This democratic
and participatory approach has driven BCC’s amendment to the City Plan. Despite this,
debates have surfaced at the local level between those who are for and against the amendment.
Since the adopted amendment misaligns with both State and regional interests, it is evident
that BCC’s actions are driven by underlying political interests.
The interests of BCC, coupled with the overriding authority of the State Government,
reinforces the political nature of spatial planning. Subsequently, it questions the effectiveness
of community involvement and representative democracy in local planning processes. This
political influence forms the rationale for local government area scale research. The research
focuses on the case study of BCC’s adoption of a major amendment to the City Plan to restrict
townhouses from single-home areas. It analyses the amendment process to uncover the
inherently political nature associated with spatial planning.

1.1 Case Study Background
1.1.1 Area
BCC governs the City of Brisbane, which is a local government area (LGA) that covers the
inner part of Brisbane’s metropolitan area. Brisbane has an area of approximately 1,343 square
kilometres and is located between the LGAs of Moreton Bay, Redland, Logan, Ipswich and
Somerset (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Map of Brisbane Local Government Area (Department of Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning [DILGP] 2017)
1.1.2 Context of Adopted Amendment
BCC’s amendment to the City Plan to restrict townhouses from single-home areas is referred
to as ‘Major amendment package H’ (BCC 2019b). This amendment by Council corresponds
to resident feedback obtained from the citywide consultation, Plan Your Brisbane, and is an
output of Brisbane’s Future Blueprint (BCC 2019b).
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Plan Your Brisbane took place from September 2017 to June 2018, where more than 100,000
residents from diverse age groups and suburbs had an opportunity to influence Brisbane’s
future growth (BCC 2019a). The citywide consultation consisted of three phases that are
described in Table 1. Notably, community feedback from Phases 1 and 2 informed Brisbane’s
Future Blueprint, which was prepared by Council (Articulous 2018).
Table 1. Phases of Plan Your Brisbane (adapted from Articulous 2018)
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

•

Focused on understanding what Brisbane residents loved most about the city and
what they believed Council should improve to assist in planning for Brisbane’s
future and to accommodate for population growth pressures.

•

Reached a wide range of demographics via a mix of face-to-face with online, digital
and creative arts engagement.

•

Explored what was important to the community, and areas of interest for further
discussion.

•

Explored four themes emergent from Phase 1 (lifestyle, greenspace, transport and
affordability) in more depth.

•

Developed by BCC, participants explored the themes via a digital community
engagement activity – Plan your Brisbane Game. The game examined the trade-offs
of housing 1,000 residents in a simulated activity.

•

Participants were asked to develop ideas and priorities for each of the four themes
in other activities.

•

Informed the Brisbane community of the charter and results of the citywide
engagement.

Brisbane’s Future Blueprint encompasses eight principles that guide the city’s next stages of
development. Major amendment package H corresponds with action 1 of principle 4 – ‘protect
the Brisbane backyard and our unique character’ (BCC 2018, p. 10). Action 1 is to ‘stop
townhouses and apartments being built in areas for single homes’ (BCC 2018, p. 10). BCC’s
amendments in Major amendment package H are summarised in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Amendments in Major amendment package H: Restrict townhouses from singlehome areas (adapted from BCC 2019b)
Amendment 1

Removing provisions in the low-density residential zone code and the Multiple dwelling
code that allow for Multiple dwellings to occur on larger, well-located sites in the lowdensity residential zone.

Amendment 2

Changing some (11) neighbourhood plans to remove specific provisions allowing
Multiple dwelling development in the low-density residential zone.

Amendment 3

Changing relevant (24) neighbourhood plans to reinforce existing policy and provide
consistency to ensure that Multiple dwellings are not accommodated in the low-density
residential zone.

Amendment 4

Amend other relevant provisions in City Plan to align with this change, including
amendments to the Strategic framework, and make necessary consequential
amendments.
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The amendment was initially proposed by Council on 4th of September 2018 (BCC 2019b).
The timeline in Figure 2 demonstrates that the amendment was later adopted on 11th of
February 2020, and became effective in the City Plan by 1st of May 2020 (BCC 2019b). Since
the amendment seeks to remove provisions for multiple dwelling development in low-density
residential zones, it will impact a large portion of Brisbane as 63% of residential areas are
zoned as low-density (BCC 2020a) (see Figure 3). Consequently, the amendment would alter
the city’s future housing structure.
4 September
2018

September –
November
2018

November
2018 – May
2019

Council
proposed to
amend City
Plan

Drafting of
the
amendment
package

Queensland
Government
review

29 July – 26
August 2019

Late 2019 –
Early 2020

11 February
2020

1 May
2020

Public
consultation
and
opportunity for
community
input on the
amendment
package

Final QLD
Government
review

Council
adoption

Gazettal and
amendment
effective in
City Plan

Figure 2. Timeline of Major amendment package H process (adapted from BCC 2019b)
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Figure 3. Brisbane City low-density residential zones (adapted from BCC 2020b)
1.1.3 Justification of The Case Study
Amongst other amendments that BCC has proposed, Major amendment package H was
selected because density policies generate debates at the local, state and national level. The
amendment is of interest because of its misalignment with State planning interests for diverse
and affordable housing. Although Council claims that the amendment was informed by
extensive community consultation, it counters State policies aimed at increasing density.
Despite these conflicting interests, the amendment was recently approved and adopted,
subsequently becoming effective in the City Plan. Therefore, this case study allows for an
insightful analysis of a contemporary issue to understand how political interests guide
decisions and whether spatial planning outcomes align with representative democracy.
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1.2 Research Problem and Scope
The research question for this thesis is:
RESEARCH
QUESTION

How do stakeholder interests impact on spatial
planning processes and outcomes in Brisbane?

This research question examines whether and how planning processes and outcomes in
Brisbane are influenced by the interests of different stakeholders. The Brisbane case study is
used to identify the way in which stakeholder interests affect the overall outcomes of planning.
In defining the scope of the research problem, interests include those of the State
Government, BCC, professional planners and local community. Furthermore, planning
outcomes presented in this research are narrowed to the context of the City Plan amendment
to restrict townhouses from single-home areas.
The research problem is guided by two research sub-questions:
SUB-QUESTION 1

To what extent is democracy and participation
in Brisbane's spatial planning reflected in policymaking?

SUB-QUESTION 2

Does the nature of spatial planning override
representative democracy in Brisbane? How
does this translate to the context of other states?

Sub-question one seeks to identify how BCC has integrated community interests into their
amendment to restrict townhouses from single-home areas. It determines whether the policy
amendment aligns with the voices of the broader Brisbane community.
Following sub-question one, the second sub-question analyses the power differentials between
planning authorities and participants in a representative democracy. It examines the interplay
between the nature of planning and representative democracy in Brisbane, and compares the
findings to a contentious densification project in Sydney, namely the Barangaroo Project. By
comparing the political nature of Brisbane’s planning processes with another city from a
different state, it broadens the scope and underpins the influence of politics in spatial planning
at a national scale.

1.3 Significance and Purpose
Several scholars have explored the depths and limitations of public participation in planning
processes. Existing literature on the topic concludes that governments have coercive control
over public participation processes, which leads to participants’ false sense of influence on
decisions regarding planning outcomes (Lahiri-Dutt 2004; Brown & Chin 2013; Cohen 2015).
As a result, it recreates existing power structures and generates public distrust around the
planning system (Bedford, Clark & Harrison 2002; Cohen 2015; Gurran & Ruming 2016).
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This research contributes to existing literature by adopting the Brisbane case study to reinforce
the political nature of spatial planning. Unlike existing literature, however, the research
provides an innovative perspective on the topic by drawing upon a citywide amendment to
the local planning scheme and benchmarking it against community consultation documents
and State policies. From this lens, the analysis of Brisbane’s spatial planning holistically
captures the planning ethos. Further, the research compares the planning nature of Brisbane
to Sydney’s. The way in which this approach highlights the dynamics and nature of planning
and its influence on representative democracy across different states outlines the significance
of the research.
The purpose of this research is to assess the overall effectiveness of representative democracy
in spatial planning in Brisbane’s context. By providing a cross-comparison with Sydney, the
research shifts from a local to national level to convey the importance of promoting innovative
methods to ensure that community values are integrated in planning processes and outcomes.

1.4 Research Project Outline
The research project is presented in five chapters. These chapters include:
1. Introduction and Rationale;
2. Literature Review;
3. Methodology;
4. Findings and Discussions; and
5. Recommendations and Future Research.
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2.0 Literature Review
The debates surrounding BCC’s amendment to the City Plan and the comparative case study
of Sydney’s Barangaroo Project are rather contentious and complex. In order to understand
the complexities, a literature review is critical. The literature review defines key terms and
explores existing perspectives on the political nature of spatial planning. Five major themes
that commonly arise in the literature have been identified. These themes include stakeholder
interest and power, representative democracy, participatory planning, consensus, and distrust.
The purpose of the literature review is to formulate answers to the research questions by
synthesising literature on the aforementioned themes. The review outlines the importance of
each theme to the research and examines key findings in existing literature to situate the project
within frameworks of prior research and knowledge on the topic. Through revealing gaps in
the literature, the synthesis provides opportunities to demonstrate how this research addresses
those gaps. Based on these findings, a concept diagram that portrays relationships between
key concepts is produced. The concept diagram then informs and guides the selection of
methodological approaches adopted in this research.

2.1 Stakeholder Interest and Power
Exploring literature on stakeholder interest and power is pertinent for the identification of
stakeholders and power structures in spatial planning. Robertson (2016) states that having an
interest in any issue is a prerequisite for qualifying as a stakeholder. These interests can be
related to real or perceived social, environmental, economic or political issues (Robertson
2016). Meanwhile, power is defined as the relationship with the constitutive other, whereby
one has control over the actions of others (Albrechts 2003; Bond 2011). An evaluation of
literature on this theme highlights a strong correlation between the two concepts, indicating
that stakeholders can utilise power to emancipate, enable, oppress, dominate and exclude
others in favour of their interests (Albrechts 2003).
2.1.1 Stakeholders and Their Interests
As illustrated in Table 3, Australia’s planning system is characterised by five key stakeholders
who have contrasting interests (Robertson 2016). These stakeholders can be translated to the
Brisbane and Sydney contexts and categorised into governmental and non-governmental
groups. Of the five stakeholders, the State and Local Governments hold the most
responsibility in planning (Robertson 2016).
Table 3. Stakeholders and interests in Australia’s spatial planning context (adapted from
Robertson 2016)
Group

Stakeholder

Interest

Governmental

Commonwealth Government

Meeting international commitments and
Federal legislative requirements.

State Government

Meeting State legislative requirements and
ensuring local government fulfils
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Group

Stakeholder

Interest
implementation, negotiation and
coordination roles amongst various
stakeholders.

Nongovernmental

Local Government

Meeting State requirements and
implementing own policies.

Developers

Making profit and is subject and vulnerable
to costs and market forces.

Active Community (residents, interest
groups, others)

Active interest in planning matters.

With a range of stakeholders involved in spatial planning, Albrechts (2003) contends that
processes and outcomes are influenced by interactions between diverse actors with differing
interests, goals and strategies. Thus, decision-making processes in planning are determined by
power differentials in society and institutional contexts, demonstrating that certain interests
take precedence over others (Albrechts 2003).
2.1.2 Power
The uneven distribution of power amongst stakeholders is a critical issue that commonly arises
in Australia’s spatial planning discourse. Albrechts (2003) claims that power inequality has
resulted in multiple gaps in planning. These include gaps between:
• Planners’ recommendations and elected members’ decisions;
• Authority of professional planners and the politics of public authorities;
• Decisions of political authorities and officers responsible for implementing decisions;
and
• Elected politicians and the politics of a wide variety of implementation actors
(Albrechts 2003).
An important perspective on the power debate in planning is that the States have the largest
authority in guiding decisions. This view stems from Purcell (2016) and combines the concepts
of stakeholder interests and power. In particular, Purcell (2016) argues that whilst the State
claims to be the protector of the public interest, it takes advantage of its position to influence
decisions towards its own interests. In turn, the State isolates people from their power and
creates barriers to achieving a more democratic society (Purcell 2016).
These views on stakeholder interests and power identified in the literature, however,
categorises all levels of government as ‘the State’. Existing literature does not distinguish the
interests and power of different levels of government or other stakeholders such as
professional planners and active communities. The lack of analysis on broader stakeholders is
a gap that the research aims to address through the Brisbane example and comparative case
study of Sydney.
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2.2 Representative Democracy
Representative democracy alters traditional power structures by transferring power to citizens
(Legacy 2012). It encourages inclusive and open engagement, where decisions are produced
via a consensus-based approach (Legacy 2010). With Australia’s planning system falling under
representative democracy, synthesising literature on this theme assists in understanding the
structure and dynamics of planning in the contexts of Brisbane and Sydney. Although
representative democracy claims to represent citizens, a review of the literature reveals critical
perspectives of this representation.
2.2.1 Representative Democracy in Australia’s Planning System
Through representative democracy, state-level elected politicians in Australia are the key actors
who hold constitutional authority to set planning agendas and enforce planning decisions on
behalf of citizens (Schatz & Rogers 2016). Some of this power is passed onto local councils.
Since the planning system operates within a representative system of democratic government,
the technocratic expertise of professional planners are also heavily relied upon (Schatz &
Rogers). Despite elected politicians representing citizens’ voices, the structure of governance
in representative democracy reinforces that power continues to lie with a small group of
representatives. As a result, this raises uncertainty for how well citizens are represented and
whether the decisions of elected representatives are influenced by personal interests.
2.2.2 The Truths of Representation
Advocates of representative democracy believe that it enables space for inclusive citizen
participation in decision-making. This is because it promotes procedures that allows public
opinions to be heard and the public to be informed in planning processes (March & Low 2004;
Davidoff 2016; Randolph & Frey 2019). Additionally, representative democracy promotes
democratic and just outcomes in planning by seeking consensus via communicative decisionmaking (Randolph & Frey 2019). Nevertheless, these positive perspectives on representative
democracy in spatial planning are often contrasted with alternative views.
For example, Legacy (2017) believes that representative democracy is government-led, masks
power and is subjective. She further contends that the democratic characteristics of Australia’s
planning system are structured in a manner that curtails citizens’ participation and its influence
(Legacy 2017). Governments often blur who the formal processes serve and how they serve
communities, leading to a lack of clarity on representation and the outcomes that are produced
(Legacy 2017). States therefore engage in the political use of participatory planning to form
exclusionary arrangements and steer future development towards a particular outcome (Legacy
2017). In this sense, representative democracy does not overcome power inequality, but draws
upon participation to mask power. This reveals the truths of representation in representative
democracy, where participation is a politically inspired subjectivity and transforming element
of democracy that is adopted by governments (Legacy 2017).
It is important to note, however, Legacy’s (2017) perspective highlights a weakness in the
literature. In particular, limited explanation is provided on the States’ underlying motives for
undermining democracy. This research aims to establish clarity on government intentions at
different scales by analysing the debates regarding BCC’s policy amendment and comparative
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Sydney case study from various perspectives.

2.3 Participatory Planning
Participatory planning has become increasingly significant in Australia’s planning realm over
recent years. It is endorsed as an effective method that informs spatial planning decisions and
overcomes power differences (Hassan, Hefnawi & Refaie 2011). An analysis of literature on
this theme informs the research by highlighting its level of success in distributing power
amongst stakeholders.
2.3.1 What is Participatory Planning?
The ontological roots of participatory planning are founded upon the conceptualisation of
collaborative planning, deliberative planning and communicative theory, all of which promote
inclusive decision-making in planning and urban governance (Bond 2011; Legacy 2017).
Through generating a sense of local ownership and ensuring citizens’ opinions are considered,
participatory planning is commonly believed to enhance the legitimacy of decision-making
(Hassan, Hefnawi & Refaie 2011). Moreover, it promotes transparency, offers opportunities
for the exchange of knowledge and information sharing, and creates consensus between
stakeholders in decision-making processes (Hassan, Hefnawi & Refaie 2011). Advocates of
participatory planning claim that these aspects empower citizens and build trust in the planning
system (Hassan, Hefnawi & Refaie 2011).
2.3.2 Representativeness and Political Underpinnings
The key to achieving legitimacy in participatory planning is to ensure representativeness.
Abram (2000) proposes that participants’ contributions are only considered valid if
participants in planning processes truly represent the rest of their community. Nevertheless, a
central claim identified in the literature is that participatory methods initiated by bureaucracy
often degenerate into false forms of democracy, especially if participation is extended to a
narrow group in society (Albrechts 2003; Legacy 2017). The literature suggests that an
emphasis on consensus avoids the politics in planning by preventing citizens from challenging
planning discourses (Legacy 2017). This forms the notion that participation in planning is
politically motivated to silence dissenting voices and limit discourse, which subsequently raises
questions regarding its effectiveness (Legacy 2017).
2.3.3 Crisis of Participatory Planning
Uncertainty surrounding the efficacy of participation leads to the crisis of participatory
planning. In the literature, this crisis is referred to as the contradiction where participation is
underpinned by particular political and institutional settings (Legacy 2017). From this lens,
participatory planning is a narrowly administrated political act that manages the contestation
and antagonism within planning processes (Legacy 2017). In other words, participation is
adopted based on the perverse interests of governments in consensus- and outcomes-oriented
planning to mask economic growth logic and generate legitimacy for these decisions (Legacy
2017; Ruming 2018). This emphasises the crisis of participatory planning, where existing
power structures reflective of a top-down structure are recreated.
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The way in which the literature provides an in-depth explanation on the inefficiencies of
participation in planning serves as a strength. Despite this, a key gap of such explanation is
that it is largely descriptive and does not evaluate how participation is inefficient. Additionally,
the lack of case studies to interpret the effectiveness of participatory planning reduces the
validity of the claims. Therefore, the research seeks to address this gap by analysing the extent
that participation has informed spatial planning decisions in Brisbane’s case study.

2.4 Consensus
Consensus is defined as a general agreement between groups of stakeholders (MacDonald
2018). It is a key component of representative democracy and participatory planning. As a
result, much of the literature on Australia’s spatial planning is centred on consensus. Since the
synthesis of literature in previous sections emphasised that the current planning system is
characterised by power inequalities, false representations and a crisis in participatory planning,
it is important to explore their influence on consensus. This informs the research by
determining the extent to which consensus is sought and achieved from a wide range of
stakeholders.
2.4.1 Universal and Holistic Notions of Consensus
The principle idea of consensus is to seek an agreement amongst a group of people. To achieve
this, however, requires the management of citizens’ antagonistic participation to reduce
possibilities of dissensus and conflict (Legacy 2017; MacDonald 2018). This suggests that
consensus does not acknowledge all views and larger authoritative bodies exert control over
planning processes and outcomes (Legacy 2010; Allmendinger & Haughton 2012; Legacy
2017; Legacy 2018; McAuliffe & Rogers 2018; Ruming 2018; Eraydin & Tasan-Kok 2019;
Randolph & Frey 2019).
The literature claims that consensus in planning processes does not take into account different
world views held by stakeholders, contradicting its universal and holistic notions (Legacy
2010). The emphasis placed on achieving a common agreement produces a narrow perspective
that prevents participants from noticing how consensus-building continuously displaces
conflict in spatial planning (Allmendinger & Haughton 2012; Legacy 2017; Legacy 2018). This
leads to the perception that consensus is political because it evades confrontational and
challenging public discourses about the urban form (Allmendinger & Haughton 2012; Legacy
2017; Legacy 2018). In short, formal state-led processes of city planning manages public
engagement to limit greater citizen voices (Legacy 2018).
Since powerful elites define and deliver common goods and oppress conflicting voices, the
literature further reveals that consensus renders invisible power relations and structures of
inequality (Legacy 2017; Ruming 2018; Eraydin & Tasan-Kok 2019). Actors taking part in
formal planning processes are ignored when their views misalign with expected outcomes.
These citizens become minority actors who are silenced through their inclusion, and thus are
unable to enforce change (McAuliffe & Rogers 2018). According to Randolph and Frey (2019),
the sorting of values associated with consensus-building results in the repression and exclusion
of others, reinforcing the political nature of planning.
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2.4.2 The Paradox of Consensus
The failure to acknowledge all perspectives and hidden power structures leads to the paradox
of consensus. Based on the literature, this paradox lies in the fact that universal consensus is
a masked approach to ignoring antagonism and suppressing strife (Ploger 2004; McAuliffe &
Rogers 2018). In turn, the growing dominance of consensus in the planning discourse inhibits
possibilities for real alternatives (Eraydin & Tasan-Kok 2019). The literature identifies another
paradox in the suppression of conflicts. Suppression is achieved through the focus on winwin situations in consensus-building, which depoliticises the planning process. Nevertheless,
such suppression reinforces existing power structures as the State Governments control and
deliver the outcomes of consensus (Eraydin & Tasan-Kok 2019). Evidently, the paradox of
consensus contradicts its key principles, questioning its legitimacy in planning processes.
Despite providing a comprehensive analysis of the contradictions of consensus in Australia’s
spatial planning, a gap in the existing literature should be noted. The literature does not
adequately analyse the impacts of consensus at the local spatial planning level. Rather, it only
examines the dynamics of consensus from a broader perspective that categorises stakeholders
into two main groups – the State Government and citizens. Thus, the research provides a
more in-depth analysis to address this gap by drawing upon the Brisbane case study to explore
the repercussions of consensus across multiple stakeholder groups including the Queensland
Government, BCC, professional planners and the public.

2.5 Distrust
The common issues of unequal power distribution, misconceptions of representative
democracy, crisis of participatory planning, and paradox of consensus associated with spatial
planning processes leads to distrust. Analysing literature on distrust in planning serves to
inform this research by revealing the level of community trust in Australia’s planning system.
Exploring trust, or rather distrust, challenges the validity in which community participation
informs spatial planning outcomes.
2.5.1 Trust in Planning
Participation and consensus seeks to develop collaboration, understanding and trust amongst
stakeholders (Phelps & Tewdwr-Jones 2000). Trust in planning is thus defined as citizens’
beliefs that government authorities will create preferred outcomes for the public (Nunkoo et
al. 2018). In short, public trust fosters relationships that underpin economic development,
promotes the legitimacy of governing and planning institutions, and develops outcomes that
align with the best interests of society (Kwok, Johnson & Pojani 2018; Nunkoo et al. 2018).
2.5.2 Regimes of Truth, Corruption and Transparency
The literature points to regimes of truth, corruption and a lack of transparency in planning as
primary causes of public distrust (Tait 2012; Gurran & Ruming 2016; Nunkoo et al. 2018).
Regimes of truth refers to the static representations of reality, where the power of stakeholders
lies in their ability to promote and sustain particular versions of reality as the objective truth
(Gurran & Ruming 2016). Constructing regimes of truth relies on the use of language, which
frames problems in certain ways to support underlying interests (Gurran & Ruming 2016).
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The site of power struggles is then located in discourse, whereby the meaning and dominance
of particular regimes of truth are challenged (Gurran & Ruming 2016). With governments
sustaining their own regimes of truth, they are fundamentally self-interested and do not serve
the public interest (Tait 2012).
The literature additionally highlights that planning decisions influenced by government
interests and framed as serving the public leads to corruption and a lack of transparency.
Nunkoo et al. (2018) defines corruption as the misuse of power for private gains that breach
community expectations. Conversely, transparency is the degree to which governments reveal
information about its own decision-making processes, procedures, functioning and
performance (Nunkoo et al. 2018). The corruption and lack of transparency by the States
threatens community trust in professionals and planning (Tait 2012; Kwok, Johnson & Pojani
2018). Gurran & Ruming (2016) assert that these actions of the States – upholding regimes of
truth, corruption and a lack of transparency – have caused distrust to become a central theme
in community discourse around Australia’s planning system.
Although the strength of the literature is that it locates the sources of distrust in spatial
planning, it does not explore the link between distrust and community participation. Notably,
it is assumed that distrust in the planning system reduces the level of confidence that
communities hold with respect to their participation and influence in final planning outcomes.
By holistically examining the debates surrounding BCC’s policy amendment and the
comparative case study of the Barangaroo Project from all perspectives, the research considers
viewpoints of the community to outline the relationship between distrust and participation.
This is achieved by comparing the interests of the State Government, Local Government and
community to identify whether community interests have influenced planning outcomes. In
doing so, the research not only addresses the gap but also reveals whether community
participation overcomes or reinforces the distrust in planning.

2.6 Concept Diagram
A concept diagram, shown in Figure 4, has been created based on the literature that illustrates
the relationships between the five key themes of stakeholder interest and power, representative
democracy, participatory planning, consensus, and distrust. The combination of these themes
in the concept diagram generates a theoretical framework that the research will be situated
within. This ‘politics in spatial planning framework’ serves as a guide to determine whether
the following spatial planning politics hypothesis applies in the Brisbane and Sydney contexts:
Spatial planning processes are highly political and the planning ethos overrides representative
democracy.
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SPATIAL PLANNING PROCESSES & OUTCOMES
Involves and is influenced by

Stakeholder Interest and Power
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LG guided by
State interests
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Government
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Community
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Ruming 2018)
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Authority held by statelevel elected politicians
(Schatz & Rogers 2016 )

Governmentled
‘Participatory
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(Legacy 2017)

Masks Power
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(Legacy 2017)

Representative Democracy

Subjective
Guided by
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Participatory Planning
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MacDonald
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Distrust
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Corruption
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SPATIAL PLANNING POLITICS HYPOTHESIS
Spatial planning outcomes are influenced by highly political processes
and planning ethos overrides representative democracy.

Figure 4. Concept diagram of literature review findings
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3.0 Methodology
Chapter 3 describes the methods and data sources utilised in the research. The chapter firstly
explains the research design and identifies the data sources. It further describes the research
process and highlights the methodological limitations. In exploring the methodology, the
chapter outlines the rationale for the research design and illustrates how the adopted methods
and techniques address the research questions specified in Chapter 1.

3.1 Research Design
3.1.1 Case Study Approach
The research is a comparative case study of BCC’s amendment to its local planning scheme
and the Barangaroo Project in Sydney. These cases are compared as they are examples of
Australian local governments asserting planning power in high profile densification projects.
Although the extent of the comparison is limited due to the BCC amendment being more
broad reaching than a single site, these cases demonstrate the power of resident opinion in
planning and development processes.
It should be noted that whilst the research is a comparative case study, it is centred on an indepth study of Brisbane. The selection of Brisbane as a case study for the research is
underpinned by two reasons. Firstly, the recent amendment to the City Plan has created
ongoing disputes. Secondly, the size and scale of BCC is unique in that it governs the largest
local government area in Australia. Consequently, BCC holds considerable political power
compared to other local governments.
The two factors create a point of interest in exploring the role of representative democracy
and the State Government in BCC’s amendment to the City Plan, and comparing the findings
to the similarly high profile, yet single site proposal in Barangaroo, Sydney. The crosscomparison enables the research findings to be generalised or particularised. In other words,
the comparison investigates if the issues observed in Brisbane’s case also exist in Sydney’s case,
identifying potential interconnecting themes (Simons 2014). Alternatively, it can reveal
whether the insights and understandings interpreted in Brisbane’s case is unique to that
context (Simons 2014).
In order to reveal complex relationships, Yin (2014) asserts that case study approaches should
be supported by mixed methods and triangulation. As such, multiple data-collection
techniques are adopted in this research to analyse the complex interactions between politics
and spatial planning. Therefore, the case study approach incorporates quantitative and
qualitative data to provide a more thorough investigation (Creswell 2014; Yin 2014).
3.1.2 Qualitative Approach and Data Collection
The case study is characterised by an explanatory sequential design. This design begins with a
qualitative assessment that is followed by an interpretation. For research sub-question one
(“To what extent is democracy and community participation in Brisbane's spatial planning
reflected in policy-making?”), the research assesses BCC’s amendment to the City Plan,
benchmarking the content of the amendment to the consultation results that informed it. This
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is supported by a review of the literature and an interpretation of the results (see Figure 5)
(Creswell 2014).
Similarly, for research sub-question two (“Does the nature of spatial planning override
representative democracy in Brisbane? How does this translate to the context of other
states?”), the research assesses and compares the Brisbane and Sydney case study, reviews the
literature and then analyses the results (see Figure 5). The purpose of the explanatory
sequential method is to explain the initial results in more detail via qualitative analysis (Creswell
2014).
Research Sub-Question One:
Qualitative

Qualitative

Interpretation

•Assess BCC's
proposed
amendment
against results of
consultation report

•Literature review

•Analysing content

Qualitative

Qualitative

Interpretation

•Assess and
compare Brisbane
and Sydney case
studies

•Literature review

•Analysing content

Research Sub-Question Two:

Figure 5. Explanatory sequential design of case study
The research is in phases, each with a unique qualitative method that contributes to the overall
design. As illustrated in Table 4, each methodological phase and method responds to at least
one sub-research question.
Multiple data sources outlined in Table 5 are collected to provide a holistic analysis of the
research problem (Yin 2014). Additionally, Figure 6 demonstrates that this research project
triangulates data sources by interpreting data and findings from the literature review,
stakeholder websites and media releases. Incorporating triangulation into the research reduces
bias and improves the validity (Lloyd 2011).
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Phase

Table 4. Relationship between methodological phases, qualitative methods and research subquestions

Case Study
Content
Analysis

Spatial
Planning
Politics
Framework

Methods

Research Sub- Question 1

Research Sub-Question 2

To what extent is
democracy and
participation in Brisbane's
spatial planning reflected in
policy-making?

Does the nature of spatial
planning override
representative democracy in
Brisbane? How does this
translate to the context of
other states?

✔

Literature review

Grey literature/reports

✔

✔
✔

Comparative case study

Table 5. Data sources for thesis research
Type of Data
Qualitative

Quantitative

Secondary

Secondary

Form

Web Searches, Collection
Procedures

Documentation for Barangaroo
Project

Knowledge gained from media
articles

Documentation for BCC
amendment

Knowledge gained from media
articles
Brisbane City Plan 2014 interactive
mapping of low-density residential
zones

Draft amendment and timeline

BCC website

Plan your Brisbane: Citywide
engagement summary report

BCC website

Queensland Government
housing policies

State Planning Policy 2017 (SPP)
ShapingSEQ: South East Queensland
Regional Plan 2017

Plan your Brisbane: Citywide
engagement summary report

BCC website
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-

Academic literature

Literature
Review

Triangulation
-

BCC reports
Brisbane City Plan 2014
amendments
Plan your Brisbane
consultation summary
report
SPP
SEQ Regional Plan

-

Stakeholder
websites

Media
releases

BCC amendment
Public opinion on amendment
Barangaroo Project – example
of state government
overturning local council

Figure 6. Triangulation of data

3.2 Research Process
The research process for the project will occur in three stages as demonstrated in the
methodological diagram in Figure 7.
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PHASE 1:
SPATIAL
PLANNING
POLITICS
FRAMEWORK

Literature review (RSQ
2)

PHASE 3: DATA
SYNTHESIS

PHASE 2: CASE STUDY CONTENT ANALYSIS

Role of democracy and participation in Brisbane's planning context
(RSQ 1 & 2)

Cross-state
comparison of
political power in
planning (RSQ 2)

Identify relationships
between spatial
planning, stakeholder
interests, participation
and representative
democracy for the
planning of Brisbane

Analyse secondary data

Identify example case
via media articles Barangaroo Project,
Sydney

Synthesise and
evaluate case study
content analysis
findings against
literature review

Plan your Brisbane:
Citywide
engagement
summary report

Assess the role of
representative
democracy in
Brisbane's planning
context against
Sydney's

Identify gaps in BCC's
approach to policymaking in urban
planning

Define concepts of
stakeholder interest
and power,
representative
democracy,
participatory planning,
consensus, and distrust

City Plan amendment

Media articles

Forumlate
recommendations to
enhance
representative
democracy in
Brisbane's spatial
planning

Figure 7. Methodological diagram
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3.3 Methodological Limitations
There are four limitations associated with the case study approach that impacts on the validity
of the research. Firstly, critics of the case study approach state that practical knowledge is not
as valuable as theoretical knowledge (Flyvbjerg 2006). According to Flyvbjerg (2006), the
reliance on context-dependent knowledge of case studies rule out possibilities for theoretical
construction. Yet, theoretical knowledge creates distance to the study object, leading to a
stultified learning process whereby the effectiveness and usefulness of research may become
unclear and untested (Flyvbjerg 2006). In particular, it is difficult to analyse human affairs,
such as politics in planning, through predictive theories. Thus, context-dependent knowledge
is considered to be more valuable for this research on the political nature of spatial planning.
It should also be noted that this research assesses theory at the outset, enabling the cases to
be analysed within a theoretical context.
Secondly, David (2006) and Flyvbjerg (2006) contend that researchers cannot generalise from
a single case study as they are context-dependent and only attributable to a specific case. The
research mitigates this limitation by clarifying that the research is limited to the Australian
context, namely Queensland and New South Wales (NSW). Additionally, by providing a
comparative case study from a different state (NSW), the research further strengthens the
validity of the generalisation. Based on the findings, the cross-comparison enables the research
to generalise or particularise the Brisbane case study.
Thirdly, the case study approach is often critiqued for its bias towards verification (Flyvbjerg
2006). This bias can be explained as the tendency to confirm preconceived notions of the
researcher, subsequently reducing the value of the study (Flyvbjerg 2006). However, several
researchers who have undertaken in-depth case studies reported that their assumptions were
proven to be false, which compelled them to revise their hypothesis (Flyvbjerg 2006).
Therefore, the case study approach is not reliant on verification, but can also be based on
falsification.
The final limitation of the case study approach is that it is difficult to summarise specific case
studies due to the inclusion of narrative elements (Flyvbjerg 2006). However, Flyvbjerg (2006)
claims that summarising narrative case studies is not a dilemma, but an indicator that the study
has uncovered a rich problem. Flyvbjerg (2006) further proposes a mitigation strategy to avoid
this limitation, which involves keeping the case study open as opposed to summarising and
closing it. The research project demonstrates this through examining another case in a
different state. In doing so, the research remains open by highlighting that the role of
representative democracy may differ depending on the location, and thus alternative
recommendations may be required.
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4.0 Findings and Discussions
Chapter 4 investigates, analyses and compares the Brisbane and Sydney case studies by using
theory to synthesise and understand the comparative findings. The first section corresponds
with research sub-question one: “To what extent is democracy and participation in Brisbane’s
spatial planning reflected in policy-making?”. It presents the content analysis results of BCC’s
amendment to the City Plan and its associated consultation report. Subsequently, the second
section responds to research sub-question two: “Does the nature of spatial planning override
representative democracy in Brisbane? How does this translate to the context of other states?”.
The section provides an overview and analysis of the Brisbane and Sydney case studies. The
comparative discussion in both sections draws conclusions based on the results of the content
analysis. The results are synthesised and situated in multiple theories of representative
democracy, power and planning.

4.1 Research Sub-Question One
4.1.1 Summary of City Plan Major Amendment Package H
Major amendment package H of the City Plan restricts the development of townhouses in
low-density residential zones. To achieve this, the amendment seeks to remove provisions in
zone codes, development codes and neighbourhood plans that support multiple dwellings in
single home areas (BCC 2019b). Previously, multiple dwellings within the low-density
residential zone were permitted on well-located sites greater than 3,000 square metres (BCC
2019b). The newly adopted amendment removes this area requirement to prohibit the
development of any multiple dwellings within the zone. Of note, multiple dwellings including
townhouses and apartments will continue to be permitted within the character residential (infill
housing) zone, low-medium density residential zone and emerging community zone (BCC
2019b).
BCC claims that the amendment incorporates community input since it responds to
community feedback that was received during the Plan Your Brisbane public consultation
project (BCC 2019b). As illustrated in Table 6, Council has provided a summary of the key
relevant community concerns gathered from the consultation that has shaped the amendment.
Table 6. Key community concerns shaping Major amendment package H (adapted from BCC
2019b)
Community Concerns
•

Townhouses and apartments are perceived by the community as inappropriate in areas that
predominantly feature detached dwellings (single homes).

•

Protecting open space and greenspace is an essential component of Brisbane’s character. The community
wants to preserve backyards and the space between homes.

•

The community seeks assurance that development won’t change the established character of a location
in terms of housing type/form, density, scale, layout and design.

•

The community supports higher density in suitable locations such as inner city or regional centres, where
there is greater access to services, facilities and public transport. Higher density housing is not supported
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Community Concerns
by the community in suburban areas with less access to services, facilities and public transport.
•

The community wants increased density housing to be balanced with the delivery of infrastructure.

4.1.2 Analysis Of The Consultation Report
The consultation report categorises findings in five themes: lifestyle; greenspace; transport;
housing and affordability; and design and character. Themes that relate to the amendment are
housing and affordability, and design and character. Within each theme, results are presented
based on the public consultation project phases. Phase 1 results respond to the engagement
program, which involved various activities conducted by BCC (Articulous 2018). Phase 2
results are associated with the citywide forum, which was built on Phase 1 outcomes via an
online game, Citywide Forum, stakeholder workshops and other online engagement activities
(Articulous 2018).
Housing and Affordability
According to the consultation report, several sub-themes emerged from the data relating to
affordability. Sub-themes that correspond to the amendment include housing diversity, density
and density to improve affordability.
The consultation results outline that the community value housing affordability and diversity.
This is demonstrated in the Lord Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council (Phase 1), where 23% of
respondents stated that affordable and diverse housing choice would make Brisbane better in
the future (see Graph 1) (Articulous 2018). In relation to the density sub-theme, results from
the Plan Your Brisbane Game in the Citywide Forum (Phase 2) highlighted that users had a
balanced approach to density. Notably, medium-density represented 34.7% of respondents,
which was followed by low-density at 32.9% and high-density at 32.4% (see Graph 2). This
balanced perspective on density suggests that the community increasingly associate smaller
and higher density living with wider housing choice and enhanced affordability (Articulous
2018). Therefore, these results from Phase 1 and 2 of the consultation demonstrate a link
between housing diversity, density and affordability.
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What would make Brisbane better in the future?
Pick your top three.
More creative and cultural opportunities

8%

People participation in decisions about the
city's future

6%

Better environmental outcomes

9%

Improve quality and design of new
developments
Accessible and connected places, services
and jobs

5%
13%

Affordable, diverse housing choice

23%

Improved travel times and transport options

21%

More greenspace and recreation areas

15%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Graph 1. Phase 1: Lord Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council – “What would make Brisbane better
in the future?” (adapted from Articulous 2018)

Plan Your Brisbane Game - Density Choice

32.40%

32.90%

34.70%

Total low density

Total medium density

Total high density

Graph 2. Phase 2: Plan Your Brisbane Game – density choice (adapted from Articulous
2018)
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Design and Character
The protection of greenspace, which is outlined by BCC as a key community concern, falls
under the theme of design and character in the consultation report. More specifically, it relates
to the heritage and character sub-theme, where respondents identified the preservation of
greenspace as a strategy to preserve Brisbane’s character (Articulous 2018). This community
concern is illustrated in the results of question four from the online survey in Phase 1.
Although 69% of respondents stated that improved travel times and transport options would
make Brisbane better in the future, this was followed by 47% who responded with more
greenspace and recreation areas (see Graph 3) (Articulous 2018). These respondents reinforce
that the protection of backyards and space between homes is a central concern that emerged
from the community consultation.

What would make Brisbane better in the future?
Pick your top three.
More creative and cultural opportunities

19%

People participate in decisions about the
city's future

23%

Affordable, diverse housing choice

29%

Accessible and connected places, services
and jobs
Improve quality and design of new
developments

34%
35%

Better environmental outcomes

36%

More greenspace and recreation areas

47%

Improved travel times and transport options

69%
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Graph 3. Phase 1: Online survey – question four (adapted from Articulous 2018)
4.1.3 Comparative Discussion and Conclusion
When comparing the amendment and consultation report, the two documents appear to be
aligned to a certain extent. A key area of alignment is evident in the concept of greenspace.
Specifically, the importance of increased greenspace expressed in the consultation report is
reflected in the second statement of BCC’s summary of key community concerns that shaped
the amendment (see Table 6). However, the conflicting perceptions of density between the
two documents limit the extent to which they align. Whilst the amendment portrays low
density as a community interest, the consultation report presents a balanced approach to
density (Articulous 2018). This misalignment suggests that the amendment is underpinned by
a selective approach, where BCC has drawn upon particular outcomes from the consultation
report to sustain its interests. In short, Council has focused on responses related to greenspace
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and low-density preferences to justify their decision on the amendment.
Theoretical Implications
Power Inequality
It can be argued that the gaps between BCC’s amendment and the consultation report is a
result of power inequality. According to Albrechts (2003) and Purcell’s (2016) perception of
power, BCC has taken advantage of its position to influence decisions towards its own
interests for low-density housing under the guise of protecting the public interest. Council’s
decisions are often guided by the political self-interest of Councillors whose positions are
endangered (BCC 2020a). As such, the policy amendment may be attributed to Councillors
aligning their interests with local communities in their respective wards. In turn, it suggests
that Councillors have not accounted for alternative perspectives on density in order to remain
as the preferred candidate within their ward and preserve their position within the Council
(BCC 2020a). The Brisbane case study therefore reinforces the notion portrayed in existing
literature regarding the unequal power distribution between political authorities and the public
in spatial planning. However, whilst existing literature limits the scope to ‘the State’ and the
public, this case study further reveals that the nature of such power inequality also exists at a
more local level, namely between the local government and public.
Regimes of Truth (Distrust)
Council’s selective use of discourse from the consultation to support the amendment is
reflective of Gurran and Ruming’s (2016) regimes of truth. Through this lens, Council’s
adoption of discourse related to low-density housing preferences can be perceived as a strategy
to promote particular versions of reality as the objective truth (Gurran & Ruming 2016). In
turn, the strategic and selective use of discourse silenced alternative voices that arose during
the consultation project, leading to corruption and a lack of transparency in the planning
process (Tait 2012; Nunkoo et al. 2018). Consequently, the way in which the inclusion of
community participation enabled BCC to construct regimes of truth in the Brisbane case study
emphasises distrust in spatial planning. Thus, this research provides an innovative insight to
existing literature by revealing a link between community participation and distrust.
Table 7 provides a summary of the key findings for research sub-question one, which are as
follows:
1. The amendment and consultation report aligns in terms of greenspace;
2. A key misalignment between the amendment and consultation report is the perception
on density; and
3. BCC has selectively chosen responses from the consultation that centres around
greenspace and low-density preferences to support the amendment.
Based on these findings, it is evident that the amendment to the City Plan is influenced by
community input. Yet, BCC’s selective approach questions the validity and extent of
community influence. Therefore, it can be concluded that democracy and participation is
generally reflected in the policy-making process of Brisbane’s spatial planning. The extent of
true representation of community views, however, is strongly influenced by Council’s interests
and power structures within the broader planning system.
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Table 7. Summary of key findings for research sub-question one
Finding

Link and Contribution to Literature

1

The amendment and consultation report
aligns in terms of greenspace.

This finding does not explicitly support existing
literature since the literature largely focuses on
the misalignment of interests between
stakeholders. However, with McAuliffe and
Rogers (2018) stating that community interests
are ignored when their views conflict with
expected outcomes envisioned by governmental
authorities, the finding suggests that community
interests are aligned with the State. Thus, it
contributes to the literature by highlighting that
community input is reflected in planning
outcomes when it coincides with interests of the
State.

2

A key misalignment between the
amendment and consultation report is the
perception on density.

Literature confirms that the power of
governmental authorities take precedence over
community interests and representative
democracy when community views misalign with
expected outcomes (Albrechts 2003; Purcell
2010; Legacy 2017; McAuliffe & Rogers 2018).
These citizens are then silenced through their
involvement in the consultation (McAuliffe &
Rogers 2018).

3

BCC has selectively chosen responses
from the consultation that centres around
greenspace and low-density preferences to
support the amendment.

The sorting of values from public consultation
results lead to the repression and exclusion of
others (Randolph & Frey 2019). This reinforces
the political nature of planning by highlighting
the power inequality between governmental
authorities and communities, and government
engagement in regimes of truth (Tait 2002;
Albrechts 2003; Gurran & Ruming 2016; Purcell
2016; Nunkoo et al. 2018).
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Given that community values collected
from the consultation project aligns with
interests of BCC, policy amendments to the
City Plan will be influenced by community
input. However, when community values
misalign with expected outcomes of the
Council, Council will draw upon a selective
approach to the consultation results, guiding
outcomes towards its interests. BCC’s
selective approach underlines the power
inequality and regimes of truth in Brisbane’s
spatial planning system.
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Finding

Link and Contribution to Literature
This finding contributes to existing literature by:
•

Revealing that power inequality also
exists at a local level; and

•

Outlining that community participation
can exacerbate the level of distrust in
local government spatial planning.
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4.2

Research Sub-Question Two

4.2.1 Brisbane Case Study
The findings of research sub-question one suggest that spatial planning overrides
representative democracy in the context of Brisbane. This is particularly evident through
BCC’s selective approach, which led to conflicting density preferences between the
amendment and consultation report. The prevalent nature of spatial planning in Brisbane
is further demonstrated in the community and professional debates and lobbying that
ensued after the amendment, and Queensland Government’s approval.
Following Council’s announcement of the policy amendment, professional planners and
the public have voiced their opposition via media articles (YIMBY Qld 2018; Branco 2019;
Stone 2019). Opponents contend that BCC’s amendment supports the recreation of a
1960s city characterised by single dwelling houses, as opposed to creating more housing
choice (YIMBY Qld 2018). They further claim that the townhouse removal will drive
property prices and urban sprawl, subsequently impacting low-income earners who wish
to move to the city (YIMBY Qld 2018; Branco 2019; Stone 2019). By limiting housing
choice and increasing property prices, opponents highlight that the amendment contradicts
the desire for diversity and affordability outlined in the consultation report. As a result, the
emergence of debates not only reinforce the misalignment between the amendment and
consultation report, but also question the legitimacy of community input in the
amendment. In turn, it indicates that spatial planning is likely to override representative
democracy in Brisbane.
Since most of the authority in Australia’s planning system lies within the State
Governments, Queensland Government’s approval of BCC’s amendment implies that they
have not accounted for the misaligning documents and community opposition. The State’s
approval draws attention to the prevalence of politics within the broader planning system.
This is shown in the conflict between BCC’s amendment and a State interest from the
liveable communities and housing theme of the SPP – housing supply and diversity.
The SEQ Regional Plan responds to this State interest by establishing the ‘missing middle’
as a housing target strategy for LGAs in SEQ (DILGP 2017). The strategy aims to provide
housing types between detached houses and high-rise apartments to suit various income
levels (see Figure 8) (DILGP 2017; Rayment et al. 2019). BCC’s amendment to restrict
townhouse development, however, impacts on the State interest by preventing
opportunities for ‘missing middle’ housing in the form of townhouses in low-density
residential zones. Despite this, the State’s approval suggests that there are underlying
political issues involved. These issues may be related to the unique power that BCC holds
as the largest local government in Australia that governs both local and broader
metropolitan functions in its city (Stilwell & Troy 2000; Kwok, Johnson & Pojani 2018).
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Figure 8. The ‘missing middle’ (DILGP 2017)
The analysis of BCC’s amendment to the City Plan illustrates that the nature of planning
overrides representative democracy in Brisbane. This is depicted through Council’s
selective approach, the emergence of debates and the Queensland Government’s approval
of the amendment. Therefore, Brisbane’s planning system is characterised by a level of
hierarchy, where representative democracy is overruled by the influence of the Council and
State Government.
4.2.2 Sydney Case Study: Barangaroo Project
Background Context
The Barangaroo Project seeks to regenerate the former East Darling Harbour into a mixeduse precinct (Johnston & Clegg 2012; Harris 2018). With a total site area of 22 hectares,
Barangaroo is located along the north-western edge of Sydney’s CBD within the City of
Sydney LGA (see Figure 9) (Johnston & Clegg 2012; Harris 2018).
The project commenced in 2003 when the NSW Government announced plans to
redevelop Barangaroo into a mixture of parkland, commercial and residential precincts
(Kitson 2010). The project’s expected completion year is 2024 (Barangaroo Delivery
Authority 2017). Figure 10 illustrates that the project has three major components:
Headland Park at the northern point; Barangaroo Central (a low-rise cultural and civic
centre) at the middle; and a high-rise commercial precinct at the southern end (Mac 2015).
As outlined in Table 8, the project has undergone several changes since its announcement.
Of note, these changes have sparked controversy amongst the public. The nature of the
contestations are discussed below.
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BARANGAROO
PRECINCT

Figure 9. Location of Barangaroo precinct within City of Sydney (adapted from City of
Sydney 2019)
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Headland Park

Barangaroo
Central

Commercial
precinct

N
Figure 10. Barangaroo Project masterplan (adapted from Jabour 2015)
Table 8. Barangaroo Project timeline
Year

Event

2003

NSW Government announced Barangaroo Project (Kitson 2010).

2005

An international design competition for the site was launched and promoted by the State
Premier as an opportunity to return a part of Sydney’s foreshore back to the community
(Harris 2018).

2006

Hills Thalis Architects won the international design competition (Kitson 2010; Hallinan
2017).
NSW Government declared Barangaroo a State Significant Site in March (Stickells 2010)

2009

NSW Government announced an increase to Barangaroo’s commercial space by more
than one-third (Kitson 2010)
NSW Government announced that Lend Lease would deliver stage one of the project
(hotel and commercial towers in the southern section), with an increase in building
volumes and heights, and reduction in public space (Kitson 2010).

2013

NSW Government approved the development for a Crown Casino tower (Jabour 2015;
Mac 2015).
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Controversies Surrounding the Barangaroo Project
Controversy in the Barangaroo Project focuses on two key themes: the increasing bulk and
scale of the development; and abuse of the planning process. Firstly, the project’s
increasing bulk and scale is evidenced through the continuous modification of the Concept
Plan to maximise financial gain from the site and the proposal for a Crown Casino on land
initially allocated for a public park (Mac 2015; Hallinan 2017). These two events have led
to a decrease in public space, generating dispute that the project does not represent public
values.
The poor representation of public values has been linked to the power held by the Planning
Minister. For example, although Part 3A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 was repealed in 2011, the Concept Plan for the Barangaroo Project was initially
approved in 2007 (Schatz & Rogers 2016; Hallinan 2017). Thus, Part 3A continues to apply
to the Barangaroo site due to transitional provisions, which reduces community
involvement in the assessment process of subsequent modification applications to the
Concept Plan (Hallinan 2017; Stickells 2010). With the Planning Minister governing key
decisions, it minimises risks of delay or obstruction to the project (Stickells 2010; Schatz &
Rogers 2016).
Barangaroo’s identity as a State Significant Site also provides the Planning Minister with
approval authority for the planning and development of the site (Stickells 2010).
Accordingly, the City of Sydney Council lacks power to support community opposition to
the Crown Casino proposal and desire to retain the public park along the harbour (Jabour
2015; Schatz & Rogers 2016; Hallinan 2017; Harris 2018). Since authority lies within the
NSW Government, Hallinan (2017), the Environmental Defenders Office New South
Wales (EDO NSW) Outreach Director of Community Programs, contends that their
decision to increase the scale and intensity of the Barangaroo Project represents poor
values to the public.
Secondly, the abuse to the planning process relates to the State’s lack of transparency.
Manipulation of the planning process began when the State Government terminated Hills
Thalis Architects’ involvement in the project. This raised awareness that the NSW
Government was no longer taking lead in developing the site, allowing developers to enter
the market (Reinmuth 2012). Subsequently, the Council expressed concerns regarding the
State Government’s conflicting position as the landowner and assessment authority for
Barangaroo. Council contended that the State’s approval of developer applications for
higher density underpin their interests of pursuing financial gains (Harris 2018).
The absence of community participation in the modification of the Concept Plan further
demonstrates a lack of transparency in the planning process of the Barangaroo Project. It
has raised criticism that decisions are being made behind closed doors, causing the
community to develop mistrust of the planning system (Harris 2018). Thus, the lack of
transparency by the NSW Government reinforces the abuse of power in Barangaroo’s
planning process.
Based on these disputes, it is clear that the nature of planning overrides representative
democracy in the Barangaroo Project. Specifically, the NSW Government has overridden
the City of Sydney Council and broader community in pursuit of its interests to consolidate
Barangaroo for economic gains (Kitson 2010; Gurran, Gallent & Chui 2016; Schatz &
Rogers 2016). In turn, it reinforces the prevailing nature of the State Government’s role in
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NSW’s spatial planning.
4.2.3 Comparative Discussion And Conclusion
The comparison of the case studies shown in Table 9 highlights that the overall contexts
vary, with the Brisbane case being a citywide amendment to the City Plan and the Sydney
case being single site redevelopment project. Notwithstanding the differences, both cases
demonstrate that the nature of spatial planning overrides representative democracy.
For Brisbane, the power of the Local Council prevails. This is depicted in the way that the
Queensland Government approved BCC’s amendment to the City Plan despite its conflict
with State interests and some community opposition. On the other hand, the power of the
State Government is prevalent in Sydney’s case. The NSW Government’s decision to
continually increase the density of the Barangaroo site implies that they disregarded the
opposition voiced by the City of Sydney Council and community. This comparison reveals
that the overriding nature of spatial planning persists in different states and scales – from
a local single site to citywide. These findings of the Brisbane and Sydney case studies can
further be linked to theoretical notions of the crisis of participation, paradox of consensus,
power inequality, truths of representation, and distrust.
Table 9. Comparison of Brisbane and Sydney case studies
Brisbane (Qld)

Sydney (NSW)

Context

Citywide amendment to the local
planning scheme

Single site redevelopment project
(Barangaroo Project)

Density Type

BCC advocates for lower density in
some locations

NSW Government advocates for
higher density at the site

Community Input

Plan your Brisbane consultation
project

No community input

Nature Of Conflict

BCC’s amendment conflicts with
density perspectives in the
consultation report and State
interests

City of Sydney Council and
community oppose the NSW
Government’s decisions regarding
the site’s densification and reduction
in parkland

Community opposition to BCC’s
amendment
Outcome

QLD Government approved
Council’s amendment despite its
conflict with State interests and
some community opposition

NSW Government overlooked
opposition by City of Sydney
Council and community

Theoretical Implications
Crisis of Participation
In Brisbane’s context, the emergence of debates after the consultation and announcement
of the amendment to the City Plan suggests that the consultation project was a political act
by BCC to manage antagonism (Legacy 2017). The management of antagonistic voices
during the consultation limited dissensus and conflict, enabling Council to oversee the
planning process and outcomes. Subsequently, these antagonistic voices arose after the
consultation via media. With BCC’s management indicating that the consultation project
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was underpinned by political influences, it therefore supports the notion of the crisis of
participation promoted in existing literature (Legacy 2010; Allmendinger & Haughton
2012; Legacy 2017; Legacy 2018; McAuliffe & Rogers 2018; MacDonald 2018; Ruming
2018; Eraydin & Tasan-Kok 2019; Randolph & Frey 2019).
Unlike existing literature, however, the findings provide an alternative perspective by
illustrating how participation was inefficient in the Brisbane case study. In particular, the
rise of debates despite the inclusion of community consultation suggests that participation
did not inform decisions in BCC’s policy amendment to a full extent. As a result, it limited
the overall effectiveness of participation. In this sense, community opposition has little
influential power as the debates did not emerge during the formal planning decisionmaking processes. Of note, the crisis of participation theory relates to Brisbane’s case as
the Barangaroo Project did not involve community participation.
Paradox of Consensus
The debates and crisis of participation identified in Brisbane’s case study reinforces Ploger
(2004), McAuliffe and Rogers (2018), and Eraydin and Tasan-Kok’s (2019) position on the
paradox of consensus. This concept is not relevant in the Sydney case study, as community
participation was omitted throughout the various changes made to the Barangaroo Project
Concept Plan. Within this framework, BCC’s management of participation has denied
conflicting voices in the public by enforcing a false sense of consensus (Plogger 2004). In
doing so, it enabled invisible power relations and structures of inequality, where citizens
who opposed the amendment became minority actors and were unable to be heard or
influence change (Legacy 2017; McAuliffe & Rogers 2018; Ruming 2018; Eraydin & TasanKok 2019). The public outcry evidenced after the announcement of the amendment in
Brisbane’s case study suggests that BCC imposed consensus during the formal consultation
process to limit the influence held by opposing voices in the decision-making process.
It should be noted that this finding not only supports existing literature on consensus, but
also provides new insights. In particular, whilst existing literature examines the paradox
from a general perspective that focuses on the State and citizens, the Brisbane example
highlights the paradox of consensus at the local spatial planning level across multiple
stakeholder groups including the Queensland Government, BCC, professional planners
and the public.
Power Inequality
The role of power in Brisbane’s case study was outlined in Section 4.1.3, where BCC relied
on their authoritative power to influence outcomes towards its own interest. In the context
of the Barangaroo Project, however, power rests in the State Government. The NSW
Government asserted ministerial control by overriding City of Sydney Council’s role as the
main planning authority (Johnston & Clegg 2012). The domination by the State introduces
a power-political dimension, suggesting that political objectives are at the fore of the
Barangaroo Project (Johnston & Clegg 2012). These political objectives are associated with
the State’s interests of maximising financial gains from the Barangaroo site.
The power dynamic in Sydney’s case study is supported by Purcell’s (2016) ideology that
state governments hold the largest authority in guiding spatial planning decisions. By
imposing power to protect its own economic interests, the NSW Government creates
barriers to reaching a more democratic society (Purcell 2016). The power distribution
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evidenced in the Sydney example also strengthens existing literature by further revealing
the nature of such distribution, where the State has prevailing power over local councils
and the public. Notwithstanding the differences in power dynamics, both the Brisbane and
Sydney case studies outline that spatial planning is characterised by unequal power
distribution between communities and governments.
Truths of Representation
BCC has repeatedly claimed that the citywide consultation informed the policy
amendment. However, there is a lack of clarity regarding decision-making processes in
Brisbane’s case study. This reflects Legacy’s (2017) truths of representation, as the blurring
of formal processes questions Council’s legitimacy in engaging with representative
democracy. Moreover, the lack of clarity, coupled with the contradicting perceptions of
density, indicate that BCC has masked power through the prioritisation of consultation
results that steer future development towards low-density outcomes in the low-density
residential zone (Legacy 2017). Council’s prioritisation of certain outcomes from the
consultation to justify their amendment suggests that it does not provide a true
representation of community perspectives.
Conversely, the declaration of Barangaroo as a State Significant Site enabled through the
legislative framework of the NSW planning system emphasises that decisions for the
Barangaroo Project are made by the State behind closed doors. The State’s manipulation
of the planning process and lack of transparency supports Legacy’s (2017) view that
representative democracy is government-led, subjective and masks power.
Evidently, whilst truths of representation is illustrated at the local government level in the
case of Brisbane and at the state level for Sydney, both examples reveal that representative
democracy in spatial planning is largely influenced by government authorities and less so
by communities. Through expanding the analysis beyond ‘the State’ and examining the case
studies from the perspective of the State and Local Governments, professional planners
and public, the findings clarify government intentions at various scales. Subsequently, it
serves to strengthen existing literature on representative democracy.
Distrust
The lack of transparency evidenced in the planning processes in Brisbane and Barangaroo
generates public distrust (Tait 2012; Gurran & Ruming 2016; Nunkoo et al. 2018). For the
Brisbane case study, the inclusion of community participation through the consultation
initiative led by Council did not overcome, but rather, exacerbated community distrust.
This is particularly evident through Queensland Government’s approval of BCC’s policy
amendment despite its misalignment with the consultation results and community
opposition. Similarly, in Sydney’s case, the NSW Government engaged in a perceived act
of corruption by accepting political donations from property development industries
(Kitson 2010).
The two case studies support Gurran and Ruming’s (2016) claim that distrust is a key issue
in Australia’s planning system. This is evident as the lack of transparency and corruption
in decision-making processes by BCC and the NSW Government threatens community
trust in professionals and planning (Tait 2012; Kwok, Johnson & Pojani 2018).
Additionally, through incorporating community perspectives in the analysis, the case
studies further expand on and contribute to existing literature by underpinning the
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relationship between distrust and participation. Of note, the findings demonstrate that
community distrust continues to persist in Australia’s spatial planning system regardless of
public participation, though the extent of distrust may differ.
Table 10 provides a summary of the six key findings for research sub-question two. The
six findings in Table 10 relate to the key issues that underpin the prevailing nature of spatial
planning in the Brisbane and Sydney case studies. Notably, the first two findings
correspond with the Brisbane context, whilst findings three to six correspond with Sydney:
1. Despite the consultation project, debates amongst the public and professional
planners emerged after the announcement of the amendment (Brisbane-specific
finding);
2. Queensland Government approved BCC’s amendment to the City Plan despite a
conflict of interests and some community opposition (Brisbane-specific finding);
3. Decisions to increase the bulk and scale of the Barangaroo Project have limited
Local Council and community input due to the power held by the Planning Minister
as a result of the NSW planning legislative framework (Sydney-specific finding);
4. NSW Government has abused the planning process through its lack of transparency
associated with decision-making (Sydney-specific finding);
5. NSW Government’s decision to approve proposals for densifying the Barangaroo
site is motivated by interests of pursuing financial gains (Sydney-specific finding); and
6. The absence of community participation in the modification of the Barangaroo
Project Concept Plan has caused the community to develop mistrust of the planning
system (Sydney-specific finding).
Overall, the comparative analysis demonstrates that the overriding nature of spatial
planning in Brisbane has some level of relationship to the context of Sydney’s Barangaroo
Project, though the scale and dynamics differ between the cases. Whilst Brisbane’s case
study is citywide and authority rests within the Local Government, the Sydney case is a
single, State Significant Site where decisions are made by the State Government.
Nevertheless, evaluating these case studies through a theoretical lens – crisis of
participation, paradox of consensus, power inequality, truths of representation, and distrust
– has strengthened the validity of the findings. Therefore, it can be argued that the ethos
of spatial planning prevails over representative democracy.
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Table 10. Summary of key findings for research sub-question two
Case
Study

Finding
Despite the consultation project,
debates amongst the public and
professional planners emerged
after the announcement of the
amendment.

1

Link and Contribution To Literature
Consistent with Legacy (2017), the research
confirms that consultation projects are a form
of political acts performed by governmental
authorities to manage antagonism. The act of
management further aligns with literature on
the crisis of participation (Legacy 2010;
Allmendinger & Haughton 2012; Legacy 2017;
Legacy 2018; McAuliffe & Rogers 2018;
MacDonald 2018; Ruming 2018; Eraydin &
Tasan-Kok 2019; Randolph & Frey 2019) and
paradox of consensus (Ploger 2004; McAuliffe
& Rogers 2018; Eraydin & Tasan-Kok’s 2019).
In addition to supporting existing literature,
the finding expands on the literature by:
•

Illustrating how participation was
inefficient in the Brisbane case study;
and

•

Identifying the paradox of consensus
at the local spatial planning level
across multiple stakeholder groups.

Brisbane

Queensland Government
approved BCC’s amendment to
the City Plan despite a conflict of
interests and some community
opposition.
2

Aligning with Legacy’s (2017) truths of
representation, decision-making processes at
the government level in spatial planning often
lack transparency, reducing the extent to which
representative democracy holistically
represents community values. The findings on
the lack of transparency reinforces the distrust
in Australia’s planning system (Gurran &
Ruming 2016).
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The overriding nature of spatial planning
persists in different states and scales:
•

From Queensland to New South
Wales;

•

From a local single site to
citywide; and

•

From the local government level
to state government level.

For Brisbane, the power of the Local
Government prevails, where State
Government approval was given to BCC
to adopt the citywide amendment to the
City Plan. The approval was given despite
the misalignment with consultation results,
community opposition and conflict with
State interests. Meanwhile, the power of
the State Government prevails in the
Sydney case study, as the NSW
Government continually approved
proposals for densifying the Barangaroo
site. The approvals were given despite
extensive opposition by the Local Council
and community, indicating that the State
Government is driven by interests for
economic gains.
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Case
Study

Finding

Link and Contribution To Literature
The finding contributes to existing literature
by:

3

Decisions to increase the bulk
and scale of the Barangaroo
Project have limited Local
Council and community input
due to the power held by the
Planning Minister as a result of
the NSW planning legislative
framework (Part 3A of
Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 and
declaration of State Significant
Site).

4

NSW Government has abused
the planning process through its
lack of transparency associated
with decision-making.

5

NSW Government’s decision to
approve proposals for densifying
the Barangaroo site is motivated
by interests of pursuing financial
gains.

SYDNEY

•

Distinguishing the perspectives of the
State and Local Governments to
clarify government intentions at
various scales; and

•

Identifying a relationship between
participation and distrust – i.e. public
participation does not always address
issues of community mistrust.

Spatial planning decisions are ultimately guided
by State Governments, where their own
interests prevail over those of other
stakeholders such as Local Governments and
the public (Purcell 2016).
With spatial planning decisions being made
behind closed doors by the State and framed as
serving the public, the truths of representative
democracy are that it is government-led,
subjective and masks power (Legacy 2017).
The finding reinforces that States engage in
acts of corruption by accepting political
donations from stakeholders for private
financial gains (Kwok, Johnston & Pojani
2018; Nunkoo et al. 2018). The act of
corruption confirms existing literature that
communities often hold a sense of distrust
towards the planning system in Australia (Tait
2012; Gurran & Ruming 2016; Kwok,
Johnston & Pojani 2018).
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Case
Study

Finding
The absence of community
participation in the modification
of the Barangaroo Project
Concept Plan has caused the
community to develop mistrust
of the planning system.

Link and Contribution To Literature
The findings contribute to existing literature
by:
•

Distinguishing the level of power
between various stakeholders, namely
the different levels of government and
the public;

•

Clarifying government intentions at
various levels by examining the
perspectives of the State and Local
Governments; and

•

Outlining a relationship between
participation and distrust – i.e. a lack
of community participation in
planning processes at the local level
exacerbates community distrust of the
broader planning system.

6
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5.0 Recommendations and Future Research
5.1 Conclusion
The research examined the impacts of stakeholder interests on spatial planning processes and
outcomes in Brisbane. By adopting a qualitative approach, the case study content analysis of
the research question and sub-questions confirm:
• Powerful stakeholders in Brisbane’s spatial planning system can influence processes
and outcomes in favour of their interests;
• Democracy and participation in Brisbane’s spatial planning is not holistically reflected
in policy-making, but is guided to support BCC’s goals;
• BCC’s influence on processes and outcomes indicates that the powerful nature of the
Local Government in Brisbane overrides representative democracy; and
• The political nature of spatial planning is not unique to Brisbane’s case as it is reflected
in Sydney, where the NSW government overruled representative democracy in the
Barangaroo Project.
These findings highlight the role of representative democracy and power in spatial planning.
The power inequality between planning authorities and local communities is demonstrated in
BCC’s citywide amendment to the City Plan to restrict townhouse development from lowdensity residential zones. Despite the integration of community input, BCC’s selective
approach has led to a misalignment between the amendment and community values. Similarly,
the overriding ethos in spatial planning in Barangaroo, Sydney reinforces the broader influence
of politics in planning processes and outcomes in New South Wales.
Evidently, the overall effectiveness of representative democracy in Brisbane’s spatial planning
is reduced when community interests do not align with the Council. With the crosscomparative analysis also highlighting the inefficiencies of representative democracy in
Sydney, it validates the spatial planning hypothesis that spatial planning processes in Brisbane
and Sydney are highly political and the planning ethos overrides representative democracy.
This key finding outlines the need for innovative approaches to enhance the success and
legitimacy of spatial planning. These approaches should present new opportunities for
community input and encourage greater transparency throughout processes to ensure
community values are successfully integrated in Brisbane’s planning processes and outcomes.

5.2 Recommendations
The two recommendations presented below would improve the role of community input,
reduce power inequalities and enhance the effectiveness of representative democracy in future
amendments to the City Plan and spatial planning projects in Brisbane.
1. Brisbane City Council to invest in planning projects led by communities.
Although the findings indicate there is distrust in the planning system, Kwok, Johnson and
Pojani (2018) claim there is a sense of community trust in professionals within the planning
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industry. This presents an opportunity for BCC to invest in projects led by communities in
partnership with other sectors: private; government; and community-based. Encouraging
communities to lead projects would provide them with more authority and ensure that all
community perspectives are considered throughout the planning process to guide and inform
decisions. Contemporary examples of such planning projects that have led to the successful
incorporation of community values include the West End Green Space Strategy in Brisbane
and Nightingale 1 (The Commons) in Melbourne. The success of these examples are described
in Table 11.
Table 11. Examples of community-led planning projects in Brisbane and Melbourne
Project

Description Of Community And Private Sector Partnership

West End Green Space Strategy

•

Community, in collaboration with landscape architects, have
created positive solutions to address the lack of greenspace in
Kurilpa Peninsular (Bowman 2016; John Mongard Landscape
Architects 2020).

•

Involved five co-design workshops (John Mongard Landscape
Architects 2020).

•

Apartment building that was led in partnership with architects
and community (Nightingale Housing Ltd 2019).

•

Produced Nightingale model, which is a set of systems and
processes for housing provision that enables:
o Transparent governance and decision-making
processes; and
o Participation of future home owners across the
project to guide decision-making (Nightingale
Housing Ltd 2019).

Nightingale 1 (The Commons)

2. Fostering urban governance reform via the role of universities
An urban governance reform that enables collaboration between key stakeholders could
address the existing top-down structure of the planning system in Brisbane and other places.
The reform should be underpinned by a collaborative governance framework, which facilitates
partnerships between state and civil society actors to promote socially sensitive, contextappropriate planning and development (Das & Dahiya 2020). Since the future of spatial
planning lies in the hands of university graduate planners, Das and Dahiya (2020) contend that
reforming planning curricula at universities is a vital and urgent first step towards an urban
governance reform. The curricula reform should bring attention to the shortfalls of the
traditional form of governance in Australia’s spatial planning. By focusing on innovative
solutions such as collaboration between stakeholders, it provides a foundation for future
spatial planners to initiate the urban governance reform.
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5.3 Research Limitations and Future Directions
This research project is not without limitations. Firstly, although the research explored the
interests and power of various stakeholders, the scope was limited to analysing how the
interests and power of differing levels of governmental authorities affect representative
democracy. Thus, it did not take into the account the impacts this creates for communities
and the private sector. Secondly, the cross-state comparison provided in the case study content
analysis was limited to two case studies (one from each state – Queensland and NSW). In this
sense, the findings for each state are based on a single case study. The final limitation of the
research is the contexts of the selected case studies. The Brisbane and Sydney case studies
were centred on a common theme of density, however, the Brisbane case was a citywide policy
amendment and Sydney was a development project at a high profile site (Barangaroo).
These limitations present potential directions for future research, including:
• The impacts of the politics in spatial planning for communities and professional
planners;
• A comparison of case studies in other states beyond Queensland and New South
Wales;
• Broadening the research scope to include other policy amendments and development
projects in Brisbane;
• Comparable international case studies and their approaches to enhancing
representative democracy in spatial planning; and
• Investigating examples where the top-down approach and power inequality in spatial
planning has led to good development outcomes reflective of representative
democracy.
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